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Real-time computing systems are used to control telecommuni- 
cation systems, defense systems, avionics, and modern factories. 
Generalized rate-monotonic scheduling theory is a recent devel- 
opment that has had large impact on the development of real-time 
systems and open standards. In this paper we provide an up- 
to-date and selfcontained review of generalized rate-monotonic 
scheduling theory. We show how this theory can be applied in 
practical system development, where special attention must be 
given to facilitate concurrent development by geographically dis- 
tributed programming teams and the reuse of existing hardware 
and software components. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Real-time computing systems are critical to an industrial- 

ized nation’s technological infrastructure. Modern telecom- 
munication systems, factories, defense systems, aircraft 
and airports, space stations, and high-energy physics ex- 
periments cannot operate without them. Indeed, real-time 
computing systems control the very systems that keep 
us productive, and enable us to explore new frontiers of 
science and engineering. 

In real-time applications, the correctness of a computation 
depends upon not only its results but also the time at which 
outputs are generated. The measures of merit in a real-time 
system include: 

Predictably fast response to urgent events. 
High degree of schedulability. Schedulability is the 
degree of resource utilization at or below which the 
timing requirements of tasks can be ensured. It can 
be thought as a measure of the number of timely 
transactions per second. 
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Stability under transient overload. When the system is 
overloaded by events and it is impossible to meet all 
the deadlines, we must still guarantee the deadlines of 
selected critical tasks. 

Real-time scheduling is a vibrant field. Several important 
research efforts are summarized in [25] and [26]. Among 
them, Generalized Rate Monotonic Scheduling (GRMS) 
theory is a useful tool that allows system developers to 
meet the above measures by managing system concur- 
rency and timing constraints at the level of tasking and 
message passing’. In essence, this theory ensures that 
as long as the system utilization of all tasks lies below 
a certain bound, and appropriate scheduling algorithms 
are used, all tasks meet their deadlines. This puts the 
development and maintenance of real-time systems on an 
analytic, engineering basis, making these systems easier to 
develop and maintain. GRMS was used by several major 
high-technology projects including Space Station Program 
[ 111 and the European Space Agency on-board operating 
systems [8]. It is a recommended approach for using the 
IEEE Futurebus+ in real-time applications [ 101. Some basic 
primitives of GRMS such as the basic priority inheritance 
protocol [23] and the priority ceiling protocol emulation 
[20] have been selectively adopted in POSIX.4a, POSIXAb, 
and Ada9x. 

To apply GRMS in the real world, some practical prob- 
lems must be addressed. For example, the development 
of large, complex systems requires several teams of pro- 
grammers, often distributed across several geographical 
regions. To facilitate the practice of concurrent engineering, 
we introduce the principle of decoupling in our soft- 
ware architecture. First, when possible we structure the 

’ The GRMS approach is cited in the Selected Accomplishments section 
of the National Research Council’s 1992 report, “A broader agenda for 
computer science and engineering.” Furthermore, DoD’s 1991 Software 
Technology Strategy Plan page 8-15 refers to the GRMS approach as 
a “major payoff’ and states that “system designers can use this theory 
to predict whether task deadlines will be met long before the costly 
implementation phase of a project begins. It also eases the process of 
making modifications to application software because changes are made 
in a well-understood conceptual framework ... .” 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of distributed real-time system. 

system in such a way that the scheduling of each re- 
source can be viewed as if it were a stand-alone re- 
source. Secondly, we separate the software constructs deal- 
ing with timing (e.g., tasking) from constructs deadling 
with functionality. This helps to contain the impact of 
changes. Budget considerations often require that off-the- 
shelf hardware and software components be used in place 
of custom-crafted solutions. To deal with the software reuse 
problem, we develop the notion of scheduling abstraction 
for hardware and software so that application developers 
have a consistent scheduling interface that allows them 
to develop applications as if every sub-system supports 
GRMS. 

Figure 1 represents a high-level view of our example 
application, which will be presented and solved in detail 
later in this paper. Since there is no current widely 
available standard network that supports GRMS, we 
build our example system around the ANSI X3T9.5 
FDDI network as shown. Since Futurebus+ (IEEE 896 
family of standards) and POSIX.4a support the use 
of GRMS for real-time applications, we use them in 
our example as the station backplane and operating 
system, respectively. From the application viewpoint, 
our example consists of both classical real-time surveil- 
lance and control applications, and emerging multimedia 
applications. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I1 
presents an overview of generalized rate-monotonic theory 
for centralized systems. Section 111 describes the theoretical 
extensions necessary for applying GRMS to a distributed 
system. Section IV discusses some key architectural con- 
cepts for real-time software, and introduces the notion of 
scheduling abstractions, which is a technique to use and 
analyze existing subsystems that are not designed to support 
GRMS. This is a very important aspect in the application 
of this theory to real-world systems. Section V describes 
a comprehensive example that illustrates task scheduling 
within subsystems as well as end-to-end scheduling in a 
large real-time system. Finally, we make our concluding 
remarks in Section VI. 

11. SECTION OVERVIEW OF GRMS THEORY 
In this section, we review basic results which allow us 

to design a distributed real-time system. We give a brief 
overview of scheduling independent tasks in a centralized 
environment. We then address the issue of task synchro- 
nization and the effect of having task deadlines before the 
end of their periods. 

A periodic task T~ is characterized by a worst case 
computation time C, and a period T,. Unless mentioned 
otherwise, we assume that a periodic task must be finished 
by the end of its period. Tasks are independent if they do 
not need to synchronize with each other. A real-time system 
typically consists of both periodic and aperiodic tasks. By 
using either a simple polling procedure or a more advanced 
technique, such as a sporadic server [24], the scheduling 
of aperiodic tasks can be treated within the rate-monotonic 
framework. 

A .  Scheduling Independent Tasks 
To analyze if a set of independent periodic tasks is 

schedulable, we introduce the following theorem [ 141. 
Theorem I A set of n independent periodic tasks sched- 

uled by the rate-monotonic algorithm will always meet their 
deadlines for all task start times, if 

1) - + - +. . . + - 5 n ( 2 ' / "  - C1 c2 c,, 
TI Tl T,, 

where C, is the execution time and Ti is the period of task r, . 
C,/T, is the utilization of the resource by task 7%. The 

bound on the utilization n (2'ln - 1) rapidly converges to 
In 2 = 0.69 as n becomes large. The bound of Theorem 
1 is very pessimistic because the worst case task set is 
contrived and is unlikely to be encountered in practice. The 
average schedulable utilization is 88% [12]. The remaining 
utilization can still be used by background tasks with low 
priority. Finally, the schedulable utilization of a given task 
set can be improved by the use of the period transformation 
technique illustrated in Section 11-C. To determine if tasks 
scheduled on a resource with utilization greater than the 
bound of Theorem 1 can meet their deadlines, we can use an 
exact schedulability test based on the critical zone theorem 
(rephrased from [ 141): 

Theorem 2 For a set of independent periodic tasks, if a 
task r, meets its first deadline D,  5 T,, when all the higher 
priority tasks are started at the same time, then it meets all its 
future deadlines with any other task start times. 

It is important to note that Theorem 2 applies to any 
static priority assignment, not just rate-monotonic priority 
assignment. To check if a task can meet its first deadline 
we describe the following argument from [12]. Consider 
any task r, with a period T,, deadline D, 5 T,, and 
computation C,. Let tasks 71  to r,-1 have higher priorities 
than 7,. Note that at any time t ,  the total cumulative 
demand on CPU time by these n tasks is 

The term [t/Tjl represents the number of times task 7, 

arrives in time t and therefore C,rt/Tj1 represents its 
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Fig. 2. Finding minimum t ,  where l f , ( t )  = t .  

demand in time 1;. For example, let 7’1 = 10,Cl = 5, and 
t = 9. Task r1 demands five units of execution time. When 
t = 11, task r1 has arrived again and has a cumulative 
demand of ten units of execution. 

Suppose that task r, completes its execution exactly at 
time t before its deadline D,. This means that the total 
cumulative demand from the n tasks up to time t ,  Wn(C), 
is exactly equal to t ,  that is, Wn(t) = t. A method for 
finding the completion time of task T,, that is, the instance 
when Wi(t) = t is given in Fig. 2 [271, [28]. 

We shall refer to this procedure as the completion time 
test. If all the tasks complete before their deadlines, then 
the task set is schedulable. For example: 

Example 1 Consider a task set with the following 
independent periodic tasks: 

Task r1 : C1 = 20;Tl = 100;D1 = 100. 
Task 7 2  : Cz = 30; T2 = 145; D2 = 145. 
Task 73 : Cs = 68;T2 = 150; Dz = 150. 

The total utilization of tasks r1 and 7-2 is 0.41 which is 
less than 0.828, the bound for two tasks given by Theorem 
1. Hence these two tasks are schedulable. However, the 
utilization of all the tasks is 0.86 which exceeds 0.779, 
Theorem 1’s bound for three tasks. Therefore, we need to 
apply the completion time test to determine the schedula- 
bility of task 7 3 .  Observe that since rl and 7-2 must execute 
at least once before r3 can begin executing, the completion 
time of 7 3  can be no less than 118. 

t o  = C1 + C2 + C3 = 20 + 68 + 30 = 118. 

However, r1 is initiated one additional time in the interval 
(0, 118). Taking this additional execution into considera- 
tion, W3(118) = 138. 

We find that W3(138) = 138 and thus the minimum time 
at which W3(t) = t is 138. This is the completion time of 
7 3 .  Therefore, 73 completes its first execution at time 138 
and meets its deadline of 150. 

W3(tl) = 2C1 + C2 + C3 40 + 68 + 30 = 138 = t i .  

Hence the completion time test determines that 7 3  is schedu- 
lable even though the test of Theorem 1 fails. 

B. Task Synchronization 

In the previous section, we have discussed scheduling 
of independent tasks. Tasks, however, do interact. In this 
section, we discuss how GRMS can be applied to real- 
time tasks that must interact. Common synchronization 
primitives include semaphores, locks, monitors, and Ada 
rendezvous. Although the use of these or equivalent meth- 
ods is necessary to protect the consistency of shared data or 
to guarantee the proper use of non-preemptable resources, 
their use may jeopardize the system’s ability to meet its 
timing requirements. In fact, a direct application of these 
synchronization mechanisms may lead to an indefinite 
period of priority inversion, which occurs when a high 
priority task is prevented from executing by a low priority 
task. Unbounded priority inversion can occur as shown in 
the following example. 

Let 7-1 and 7 3  share a resource and let 71 

have a higher priority. Let 7 2  be an intermediate priority 
task that does not share any resource with either 71  or 7 3 .  

Consider the following scenario: 
1) 7 3  obtains a lock on the semaphore 5’ and enters its 

critical section to use a shared resource. 
2) r1 becomes ready to run and preempts 7 3 .  Next, 71 

tries to enter its critical section by first trying to lock 
S .  But S is already locked and hence q is blocked 
and moved from the ready queue to the semaphore 
queue. 

3) r2 becomes ready to run. Since only 7 2  and r3 are 
ready to run, r2 preempts 7 3  while 7 3  is in its critical 
section. 

We would prefer that 71, as the highest priority task, 
be blocked no longer than the time for 7 3  to complete its 
critical section. However, the duration of blocking is, in 
fact, unpredictable. This is because 7 3  can be preempted 
by the medium priority task 7 2 .  As a result, task TI will be 
blocked until 7 2  and any other pending tasks of intermediate 
priority are completed. The duration of priority inversion 
becomes a function of task execution times and is not 
bounded by the duration of critical sections. 

The priority inversion problem can be controlled by the 
priority ceiling protocol. The priority ceiling protocol is 
a real-time synchronization protocol with two important 
properties [17], [21]. 

Theorem 3 The priority ceiling protocol prevents mutual 
deadlock between tasks. In addition, under the priority ceiling 
protocol, a task can be blocked by lower priority tasks at most 
once. 

The protocol works as follows. We define the priority 
ceiling of a binary semaphore S to be the highest priority of 
all tasks that may lock S. When a task r attempts to execute 
one of its critical sections, it will be suspended unless its 
priority is higher than the priority ceilings of all semaphores 
currently locked by tasks other than r. If task T is unable to 
enter its critical section for this reason, the task that holds 
the lock on the semaphore with the highest priority ceiling is 
said to be blocking r and hence inherits the priority of r. As 
long as a task 7 is not attempting to enter one of its critical 

Example 2 
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Fig. 3. Example of deadlock prevention. 

sections, it will preempt every task that has a lower priority. 
The following example illustrates the deadlock avoidance 
property of the priority ceiling protocol. 

Example 3 Suppose that we have two tasks r1 and r 2  

(see Fig. 3). In addition, there are two shared data structures 
protected by binary semaphores SI and Sa, respectively. 
Suppose task 1-1 locks the semaphores in the order SI, 
Sp, while 1-2 locks them in the reverse order. Further, 
assume that 71 has a higher priority than 7 2 .  Since both 
1-1 and 7 2  use semaphores S1 and 5’2, the priority ceilings 
of both semaphores are equal to the priority of task r1. 

Suppose that at time t o ,  1-2 begins execution and then locks 
semaphore 5’2. At time t l ,  task 71 is initiated and preempts 
task 1-2, and at time t 2 ,  task 1-1 tries to enter its critical 
section by attempting to lock semaphore SI. However, the 
priority of 71 is not higher than the priority ceiling of 
locked semaphore S2. Hence, task 1-1 must be suspended 
without locking SI. Task 1-2 now inherits the priority of 
task 71  and resumes execution. Note that 1-1 is blocked 
outside its critical section. As 71 is not given the lock on 
S1 but suspended instead, the potential deadlock involving 
r1 and r 2  is prevented. Once 1-2 exits its critical section, 
it will retum to its assigned priority and immediately be 
preempted by task 7 1 .  From this point on, 7-1 will execute 
to completion, and then 7 2  will resume its execution until 
its completion. 

There is a simplified implementation of the priority 
ceiling protocol called priority ceiling emulation [20]. In 
this approach, once a task locks a semaphore, its priority 
is immediately raised to the level of the priority ceiling 
of the semaphore. The avoidance of deadlock and block- 
at-most-once result still holds, provided that the following 
restriction is observed: a task cannot suspend its execution 
within the critical section.* The priority ceiling protocol 
has also been extended in the context of dynamic deadline 
scheduling [7] and in the context of mixed dynamic and 
static priority scheduling [6]. 

The schedulability impact of task synchronization can be 
assessed as follows. Let B, be the duration in which task 

*The full implementation of the priority ceiling protocol permits tasks 
to suspend within critical sections. 

ri is blocked by lower priority tasks. The effect of this 
blocking can be modeled as though task ri ’s utilization 
were increased by an amount B;/Ti. 

Sometimes, a task 7;’s deadline, Di, is before the end of 
its period. Theorem 1 can be generalized to accommodate 
an earlier deadline. Let E; = (Ti - Di). That is, task I-; 
has a deadline earlier by E;. The schedulability of this task 
can be determined by considering it as having an end of 
the period deadline but being blocked by lower priority 
tasks for a duration of E;. Hence, this effect can also be 
modeled as though task r;’s utilization were increased by an 
amount Ei/T;. The combined effect of blocking and earlier 
deadline can be modeled as increasing task r; ’s utilization 
by (B;+Ei)/Ti. 

Therefore the test of Theorem 1 can be augmented as 
follows: 

Theorem 4 A set of n periodic tasks scheduled by the 
rate-monotonic algorithm will always meet its deadlines, for 
all task phasings, if 

The completion time test can be directly used in the case 
when deadlines are shorter than end of period, with no 
modification. To accommodate blocking, we can simply add 
its blocking to the execution time of a task. 

So far, the task priority assignment follows the rate- 
monotonic priority assignment. The period represents the 
window of time within which a task must initiate and 
complete its execution. Liu and Layland proved that it 
is optimal to give tasks with narrower windows higher 
priorities. However, a task may have its deadline before the 
end of its period, resulting in a window narrower than its 
period. h u n g  and Whitehead proved that it is still optimal 
to assign higher priorities to tasks with narrower windows. 
They referred to this priority assignment method as the 
deadline-monotonic scheduling algorithm [ 131. The appli- 
cation of deadline-monotonic assignment will be illustrated 
in Section V. 

C. Dealing with Transient Overload 
In practice, a transient system overload can occur, such 

that not all deadlines can be met. A task assigned lower 
priority by either the rate or deadline-monotonic algorithms 
may be more important than a task assigned higher priority. 
Since lower priority tasks are likely to miss their deadlines 
first when there is an overload, the more important task may 
miss its deadlines before the less important task. One might 
try to ensure that the critical task always meets its deadline 
by assigning priorities according to the task’s importance 
or by artificially assigning it a smaller deadline. However, 
this approach reduces system schedulability. 

A better approach to address this problem is the period 
transformation technique introduced in the rate-monotonic 
context in [19]. However, the idea can be extended to 
include deadline-monotonic scheduling. 
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Example4 Consider two tasks with the following 

less important 
characteristics : 

task. 
Task r1 : C1 = 3.5; TI = 10; D1 = 10 

Task 72 : C2 = 7; T2 = 14; 0 2  = 13 
Task 72 has a lower rate-monotonic and deadline- 

monotonic priority. The completion time test can be used 
to determine that Task 72 is not schedulable. But task r2 
is important and its deadline must be guaranteed. We can 
make the priority of task 72 higher than that of 71. However, 
this will make 71 unschedulable. A better approach is to 
transform the period of task r2 to 7 yielding a modified 
task set. 

critical task. 

Task 71 : C1 = 3.5;Tl = 10;Dl = 10 
Task r2, ; C2, = 3.5; T2, = 7 ;  D2, = 6.  

Note that when period transformation is used, the real 
task deadline is at the last transformed period. Since the real 
task’s deadline is 13, the deadline at the second transformed 
period is at most 6 (7 + 6 = 13). Now task rza has a higher 
priority by both rate-monotonic and deadline-monotonic 
assignment. Also the completion time test can be used to 
determine that both task 71 and r 2 ,  become schedulable. 
Finally, period transformation cand also be used to improve 
the schedulability of a given task set. Let task r1 have C1 = 
5 and TI = 10 and task 72 have C2 = 5 and T2 = 15. These 
two tasks are just schedulable with utilization 83.3%. If we 
transform 71 to 7 1 a  with CI, = 2.5 and T2, = 5, the 
utilization bound becomes 100%. 

111. DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM EXTENSIONS FOR GRMS 
Scheduling in a network is different from scheduling 

in a centralized environment. In a centralized system, all 
resource requests are immediately known to the centralized 
scheduler. In some networks, distributed scheduling deci- 
sions must be made with incomplete information. From the 
perspective of any particular station, some requests could 
be delayed and some may never be seen, depending on the 
relative position of the station in the network. The challenge 
is to achieve predictability under these circumstances. 

To address this challenge, GRMS theory has to be 
extended. Certain basic concepts such as schedulability and 
preemption need to be revisited, and some new concepts, 
such as system consistency, need to be developed. The 
concept of system coherence in distributed scheduling was 
introduced in [22]. Coherence is a collection of desirable 
properties that lead to a predictable system. These prop- 
erties are lossless communication of scheduling messages, 
system consistency, bounded priority inversion, and pre- 
emption control. We have already discussed the necessity 
of bounding priority inversion. The need for lossless com- 
munication is obvious. As a result, we will demonstrate the 
need for consistency and preemption control, by illustrating 
their use in a dual-link architecture based on the IEEE 802.6 
Distributed-Queue Dual-Bus (DQDB) network.’ 

3Due to page limitations we cannot discuss detailed solutions to the 
issues raised here. Interested readers are referred to [22]. 

A. Extensions to the Schedulability Concept 

In a real-time system, a particular activity is said to 
have “met its deadline” if the activity completes by its 
deadline. In scheduling tasks on a processor each task is 
said to have met its deadline if it completes execution 
by a certain time before the end of its period. In a 
communication network, the delay incurred by a message 
in reaching its destination is the sum of the transmission 
delay and the propagation delay. The transmission delay is 
the time between message arrival at a station and the time at 
which it is transmitted. The propagation delay is the time 
between the end of message transmission and its arrival 
at its destination. The transmission delay can be treated 
analogous to task execution on a processor. However, the 
propagation delay can be longer than packet transmission 
times causing the transmission of the next message to begin 
before a particular message reaches its destination. This 
occurs in networks such as FDDI, IEEE 802.6 DQDB, 
and even IEEE 802.5 token rings when early token release 
is used. It is therefore useful to separate transmission 
delay and propagation delay and consider the notion of 
transmission schedulability [22]. A set of messages is 
said to be transmission schedulable (t-schedulable) if each 
message can be transmitted before its deadline. Satisfaction 
of the end-to-end deadline of the message can be found 
using the relation 

End-to-End Deadline 2 Transmission Deadline 

+ PropagationDelay. 

For example, in an FDDI network, the worst case propa- 
gation delay is the walk time, defined as the time taken by 
a single bit to traverse the ring if no station on the ring 
wants to transmit. 

B .  Preemption Control 
From the user’s viewpoint, a certain initial delay in 

setting up a periodic connection is acceptable. However, 
once the connection is set up, users expect a steady flow of 
information, and hence require that C packets be delivered 
every period T .  We will discuss the need for preemption 
control to achieve the above property. 

Preemption is the most basic concept in priority-based 
preemptive scheduling. Tasks are assigned priorities ac- 
cording to some algorithm to maximize resource (e.g., 
processor) utilization. It has been a long held belief that 
the idealized form of priority scheduling is to achieve 
instantaneous preemption, i.e., whenever a high-priority 
task becomes ready, the resource is immediately taken away 
from any lower priority task and given to the high-priority 
task. 

It has been assumed that increasing preemptability always 
leads to a minimization of priority inversion, and that 
priority inversion is eliminated if a higher priority task 
can always preempt a lower priority task. However, this 
is not true in a distributed system. In a distributed system 
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there can be special situations when a particular preemption 
increases the delay experienced by lower priority connec- 
tions, but does not reduce the worst case duration of priority 
inversion. We call such situations over-preemption, whose 
effect is to reduce the schedulable utilization of the network. 
To overcome the undesirable effect of over-preemption, a 
preemption control protocol is needed. 

In the following, we use a dual-link network based on 
the IEEE 802.6 DQDB [22] as an example to introduce the 
two aspects of our preemption control protocol, namely, 
phase control and rate control. Finally, we will address the 
logical relationship between preemption control and priority 
inversion. 

The IEEE 802.6 DQDB MAC [ l ]  protocol specifies a 
pair of slotted links operating in opposite directions. The 
links may be referred to as Flink and Rlink, respectively, 
as shown in Fig. 4. Fixed-length slots are generated by slot 
generators of the corresponding links. Although the figure 
shows slot generators as separate functional units, the slot 
generation function can be embedded in stations at the end 
of the links. Each station is able to transmit and receive 
messages on both links. Each message is comprised of an 
integral number of fixed-size packets such that each packet 
uses exactly one slot. The selection of the link to be used 
for transmission depends on the physical location of the 
destination. Reservation for a slot on the Flink is made on 
the Rlink via a request and vice versa. 

The operation of the protocol is based on a single busy 
bit, indicating whether the slot is used or free, and a request 
bit per slot for each priority level. Multiple priority levels 
are supported, with each priority level represented by a 
separate access queue. A station wishing to transmit at a 
certain priority on Flink, issues a request in a slot on Rlink 
by setting the proper request bit. It also places its own 
request into its access queue at the correct priority. Each 
station on seeing a request, enqueues it in its access queue 
at the correct priority. Every station on seeing a free slot, 
discards the top request from its highest priority nonempty 
access queue because the slot has been previously reserved 
by another station. If the top request is the station’s request, 
it transmits in the slot on the Flink in addition to removing 
the request from its access queue. 

Example 5 Consider a dual-link network with three 
stations, as shown in Fig. 4. Let the slot generation function 
be embedded in SI. Let the propagation delay between SI 

and Sp be 10 slots and between S2 and 5’3 be 1 slot. Let 
SI and S3 be transmitting as follows: S1 has a low-priority 
connection that uses 100 slots every 10000 slots. Ss has a 
medium priority connection that wants to transmit in 1 slot 
every 10 slots. This leads to a slot usage pattern as shown 
in the figure. Slots labeled L are used by SI, and a slot 
labeled M is used by Ss. Notice that SI has released an 
empty slot so that S3 may transmit once every 10 slots as 
it requires. Now let 5’2 start a new high-priority connection 
that needs to transmit in 1 slot every 4 slots. Since Sz’s 
request has higher priority, it preempts 5’3’s request in S2’s 
queue and S2 will transmit in the unused slots that were 
meant for S3. The first of the slots released by SI for S2 

will take 20 units of time after S2’s first request to reach 
S2. Until this time since S2 can only transmit in slots meant 
for S3, S2 can transmit only one slot in 10 which is less 
than it needs. As a result, even though S3’s connection is 
interrupted, 5’2 is not t-schedulable, resulting in an erratic 
connection. Therefore, the preemption of 5’3’s request is a 
form of over-preemption. 

To correct the problem in the above example, we need 
to prevent station 5’2 from using slots released for station 
5’3. This means that S2 should delay its slot use for 20 slot 
times after its first request, which is the round-trip delay 
between S2 and the slot generator for the Flink. After this 
time, slots released by SI in response to 5’2’s request will 
reach 5’2. This is the phase control aspect of preemption 
control. 

However, phase control by itself is insufficient. During 
the 20-unit delay, 5 cells are buffered at Sp. After the 20- 
unit delay, only 1 slot in 4 will be released for use by 
S2. Hence if S2 attempts to transmit all 5 slots as soon 
as possible, then the connection from S3 will again be 
disrupted without improving S2’s worst case end-to-end 
latency. Observe that the 20-unit delay will add to S2’s 

worst case delay irrecoverably. After the connection is set 
up, the destination expects 1 cell every 4 slots. Hence 
attempting transmission of all 5 cells as soon as possible 
does not improve S2’s worst case performance. Hence S2 
should only transmit one slot every 4, after the round-trip 
delay of 20 slot times. This is the rate control aspect of 
preemption control. With phase ,and rate control both S2 
and S3’s connections will be t-schedulable. 

Finally, we want to point out that from an implementation 
viewpoint, the preemption control occurs at a layer higher 
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than the priority queueing mechanism. Prioritized packets 
released by the preemption control protocol into the MAC 
layer will follow priority queueing rules. 

Slot 
Gen. 

C .  System Consistency 
As discussed before, stations in a distributed system may 

have incomplete or delayed information of the system state. 
This may lead to inconsistent views of the system state as 
illustrated by the following example. 

Example 6 Consider three stations s,, s b ,  and sa in a 
dual-link network as shown in Fig. 5. Suppose s b  enters its 
own request R b  in its transmission queue and then attempts 
to make a request on the Rlink. Let s b  be prevented by 
making a request on Rlink by higher priority requests 
until request R, by station Sa passes by. On the request 
stream, R, precedes Rb while in Sb’s transmission queue 
Rb precedes R,. After the requests are registered in station 
S,, the transmission queue of S, will have R, preceding 
Rb which is inconsistent with the queue of station s b .  

To address this problem we introduce the concept of 
system consistency. System consistency can be defined 
as follows. In a distributed system it is possible for two 
request entries to exist in multiple queues. For example, 
in a dual-link network two requests can simultaneously 
exist in multiple station queues [l]. A system is said to 
be consistent if and only if the order of the same entries in 
different station queues is consistent with each other. For 
example, in a dual-link network, if request RI and request 
R2 both exist in queue Q ,  and queue Q b ,  and if RI is ahead 
of R 2  in Q,, then RI must also be ahead of R2 in Q b .  

The inconsistency problem can lead to conflicts be- 
tween distributed scheduling actions. Inconsistency can be 
avoided by the following rule. A station is not permitted to 
enter its request in its own queue until it has successfully 
made the request on the link. This makes the entries in each 
queue consistent with the ordering of requests on the link. 
Therefore, all the queues will be consistent with each other. 
In the above example, station sb cannot enter its request 
in its queue until it can make a request on the link. Hence 
Sb’s request will be after Sa’s request, both on the link and 
in Sb’s queue. 

In the preceding paragraphs, we have highlighted funda- 
mental new issues in distributed real-time system design. 
These issues are intrinsic to a wide-area network where 
communication delays are long and scheduling has to be 
carried out in parallel by distributed stations with partial 
or delayed information. Any distributed real-time system 
protocol must address at least some of these issues. The 
above issues have been addressed in [22] which develops 
a protocol for a coherent network and shows that if the 
network is coherent, then the following result is true: 

Theorem 5 For a given set of periodic connections in a 
coherent dual-link network, ifthe set of connections is schedu- 
lable in a centralized preemptive priority-driven system with 
zero (negligible) propagation delay, then the set of connections 
is t-schedulable in a dual-link network. 

The importance of this theorem is that even in a wide-area 
network with incomplete information scheduling decisions 
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network. 

Inconsistent station queues in an IEEE 802.6 DQDB 

can be made as though it were a centralized system. This 
allows us to seamlessly use GRMS in the analysis of such 
systems. 

IV. SOFIWARE ARCHITECTURE 
In this section, we discuss some key architectural issues 

in using GRMS. The purpose of our real-time software 
architecture is to facilitate the use of GRMS in the devel- 
opment of real-time applications. Architectural issues com- 
prise of two aspects: system-level support and application- 
software architecture. The system-level requirements to 
support GRMS include: 

support to maintain reliable and accurate time at each 

primitives to schedule periodic tasks at exact intervals; 
primitives to support the use of sporadic servers [241 
for scheduling aperiodic tasks; 
primitives to support real-time synchronization proto- 
cols [17], [21] such as the priority inheritance or the 
more advanced priority ceiling protocol; 
primitives to enforce timing assumptions and to raise 
exceptions when they are violated; 
primitives to support monitoring and trouble-shooting. 

A comprehensive and faithful implementation of these 
system primitives requires coordination between the hard- 
ware, the operating system, and the programming language. 
Fortunately, key support is already available in IEEE Fu- 
turebus+ [5] POSIX.4 [15], Ada [2], and Ada 9x [3]. Since 
system-level support can be obtained from commercially 
available industry standard components, we shall focus on 
application architecture issues in this paper. In particular, 
we shall focus upon the following: 

the containment of the impact of timing requirement 

the creation of hardware scheduling abstractions for 

the creation of scheduling abstractions for existing 

We shall now examine each of these issues in turn. 

subsystem; 

changes, 

existing hardware components, and 

software components. 

A .  Minimizing the Impact of Timing Requirement Changes 

The primary objective in our application-level software 
architecture considerations is to minimize the impact of tim- 
ing requirement changes. The three basic steps to achieve 

14 

--- 
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-- initialize timing control variable 
Nextstart = GetCurrentTimeO; 
1 oop 

-- perform 1/0 (through real-time 1/0 service layer) 
Get-Data-From-IO-Server(); 

-- the task functionality is computed by separately developed 
-- packages which contain the code for computations. 

Invoke-Computation-Procedure(); 

-- timing control parameters such as Nextstart and 
-- Taskperiod are maintained separately in a centralized package. 

Nextstart := NextStart + Taskperiod; 

-- SleepLlntil suspends invoking procedure until the absolute 
-- time specified by its parameter is reached. 
SleepUntil( NextStart ) ;  

end loop; 

Fig. 6. A modular implementation of a periodic task. 

this goal are the decoupling of resource scheduling; pro- 
viding application-independent real-time 1/0 services for 
all shared sensors, actuators, and other special devices; and 
separating the timing control structures from code providing 
the computational functionality. 

First, we need to decouple the scheduling of resources 
so that we can analyze the scheduling of each resource 
in a system as if it were a stand-alone uniprocessor. 
We achieve this by allocating, whenever possible, a full 
period delay for activities on every subsystem. We will 
illustrate the application of this guideline in our example 
in Section V. In addition, we use software allocation 
units to avoid the need to synchronize distributed tasks 
that share variables. One or more allocation units can 
reside in a processor but an allocation cannot be split 
across processors. Within an allocation unit, communication 
and synchronization is carried out by the use of shared 
variables for efficiency reasons. Between allocation units, 
synchronization and communication will be achieved by 
means of message passing. 

The decoupling of resource scheduling greatly reduces 
the complexity of schedulability analysis. This decoupling 
is particularly important when the software system is de- 
veloped concurrently by several geographically distributed 
teams. However, the decoupling is not without its cost. A 
more tightly coupled system can significantly reduce the 
total delay experienced by tasks, especially when a task 
has to serially use many resources. Readers interested in 
using shared variables or synchronization across processors 
are referred to 1161, 1171. 

Secondly, we need to provide an application-independent 
real-time 1/0 service for 1/0 and other special devices. In 
large real-time systems such as the Space Station program, 
multiple applications run simultaneously and need to access 
the same set of sensors and actuators. Open standards such 
as POSIX.4 only provide generic interfaces to message- 
passing services and device management facilities. We 
recommend an I/O service layer built on top of these generic 
facilities solely to perform 1/0 functions. Individual tasks 
and applications can send or receive data to and from 
various devices by communicating with this service. A 
configuration manager maintains a mapping between logical 

names of entities and the actual entities so that 1/0 can 
be redirected without changes in the tasks that use these 
devices. For real-time I/O service, special care must be 
taken to minimize potential priority inversions. 

Thirdly, it is important to separate the software structure 
used to manage concurrency and timing from the code 
used to perform computations. A system’s timing behavior 
depends upon many factors including the speed of the hard- 
ware, the structure of the runtime system, the optimization 
provided by a compiler, and the tasking control structure. 
However, the logical behavior is largely independent of 
these factors and is more portable. Thus it is important to 
separate the timing aspects from the logical aspects of the 
application. Furthermore, to facilitate the use of GRMS, we 
want to centralize all the timing parameters used to control 
system timing behavior. For example, the implementation 
of this centralized package can use templates. Such a 
template for implementing a periodic task is shown in Fig. 
6. The functional code for the periodic task is implemented 
as a procedure in a separate package that is called from 
within the periodic timer code. At the start of every period, 
the functional procedure is called and then a timer is set to 
wake up at the end of the period. 

B .  Hardware Scheduling Abstractions 

To use GRMS for the development of real-time comput- 
ing systems, we would like to use subsystems that support 
the use of GRMS such as Futurebus+, POSIX.4, and Ada 
9x. However, we may have to use some components that do 
not support GRMS. Furthermore, certain existing software 
packages that do not conform to GRMS may need to 
be used. In these cases, we use scheduling abstractions 
for these components so that they can be treated as if 
they supported GRMS. Although the scheduling abstraction 
allows the use of GRMS, it comes at a cost of reduced 
schedulability due to the lack of direct support. With sched- 
uling abstractions, we can provide application developers a 
consistent scheduling interface that allows them to develop 
applications as if every subsystem supported GRMS. In 
the following, we demonstrate the scheduling abstraction 
concept by demonstrating its application to the FDDI timed- 
token protocol. 
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FDDI is a 100-Mb/s Local/Metropolitan-Area Network 
that has recently gained popularity. FDDI is a token ring 
protocol that uses a timed-tokerraccess method [9]. In a 
token-passing media access protocol, stations are connected 
to form a ring. All packets move around the ring and are 
repeated by each station through which they pass. A station 
reading its own address as the destination, copies the packet 
and then passes the packet to the next station in the ring. 
Once the frame reaches the source station, it is removed 
from the ring. The permission to transmit is granted to a 
station that is in possession of a special type of frame called 
a token. The time for a token to traverse an idle ring is called 
the walk time, denoted here as WT. 

Under this protocol, stations on the network choose a 
target token rotation time (TTRT). A station in the FDDI 
protocol can transmit in either synchronous or asynchronous 
mode. Each station is allocated a synchronous capacity, 
which is the maximum time a station is permitted to 
transmit in synchronous mode every time it receives the 
token. Synchronous capacities of each station are restricted 
to a pre-allocated fraction of (TTRT-WT), such that the 
cumulative synchronous capacity of the entire network is 
bounded by (TTRT-WT). When a station receives a token 
it first transmits its synchronous traffic for an amount of 
time bounded by its synchronous capacity. Then it may 
transmit asynchronous traffic only if the time since the 
previous token departure from the same station is less than 
TTRT. This protocol forces the token to rotate at a speed 
such that the time between two consecutive token visits 
is bounded by 2*TTRT (181. In a network that uses only 
synchronous mode, the time between consecutive token 
arrivals is bounded by TTRT. 

Real-time scheduling analysis of FDDI when each station 
is the source of exactly one periodic connection4 has 
been developed [4]. In this paper, using the normalized 
proportional allocation scheme in [4] we create a scheduling 
abstraction when there is more than one periodic connection 
per station. In the development of this abstraction we need 
to consider priority inversion, system consistency, preemp- 
tion control, and t-schedulability. We will now develop the 
abstraction and describe how we address each of the above 
issues. 

In an FDDI network that uses only synchronous mode, 
each station Si can transmit once every TTRT for an 
amount equal to an assigned synchronous capacity Hi. 
Therefore, the resource (network) is allocated to stations 
in a time-division-multiplexed (TDM) fashion, with no 
priority between stations. However, the order of packet 
transmissions from each station may be prioritized. Further- 
more, if each station locally implements sufficient priorities 
to use its dedicated portion of the bandwidth, there is no 
schedulability loss within stations. However, since there 
is no priority arbitration between stations, a station with 
the token can transmit lower priority messages even when 
high-priority messages are waiting on other stations. In 

4 A  periodic connection between a source and destination is a message 
stream such that a prespecified number of messages is generated by the 
source every period. 

this sense, priority inversion is bounded but limits the 
schedulable utilization of the network. 

The conditions that a message must satisfy for it to 
be schedulable in an FDDI network that operates in syn- 
chronous mode are as follows: 

Each connection’s period T; must satisfy the relation 

Each station S; must be allocated enough synchronous 
capacity H; so that each connection in the station is 
t-schedulable. 

A simple scheme for synchronous bandwidth allocation is 
the normalized proportional scheme suggested by [4]. The 
total available bandwidth on each token rotation is given 
by (TTRT- WT). The normalized proportional allocation 
scheme gives each station a fraction of this bandwidth, con- 
sistent with that station’s contribution to the total network 
utilization. Therefore, the bandwidth H; allocated to station 
Si is given by 

T; LTTRT. 

Ui 
U 

Hi = - (TTRT - WT)  

U, is the network bandwidth utilized by station si and 
U = U1 + . . . + U,. TTRT is the target token rotation 
time and WT is the walk time. 

When GRMS is applied to the use of FDDI, only syn- 
chronous transmission mode should be used, Consider any 
station S; in the network. Let the capacity allocated to 
the station be Hi. Let the station be a source of periodic 
messages 

722i = (C2i>%i),...>~ni = (Cni>Ki) .  

The station can transmit for up to Hi units of time every 
TTRT. 

GRMS can be applied to scheduling messages in station 
Si as follows: In addition to the message set that must be 
transmitted, the station can be considered to have another 
“message” to transmit. The period of this message is the 
actual token rotation time TRT. The “transmission time” 
of this message is given by (TRT-Hi). We refer to this 
task as Token Rotation Message T ~ ~ .  The token rotation 
message represents the time that the station is prevented 
from transmitting every token rotation. The longest period 
of the token rotation task is TTRT. A necessary condition 
for schedulability is that the period of the highest frequency 
message must be longer than TTRT. Note that the actual 
token rotation time can be shorter than TTRT if other sta- 
tions do not completely use their synchronous allocations. 
However, station Si is guaranteed H; amount of bandwidth 
in every token rotation cycle. Hence if connections in Si 
are schedulable in the longest cycle (TTRT) they are also 
schedulable in any shorter cycle. 

The FDDI scheduling abstraction described above has 
two levels of scheduling. At the higher level, the re- 
source capacity is allocated between applications in a TDM 
manner. Within each allocation, the resource schedules 
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activities using GRMS. This abstraction can be directly 
used for sharing a processor between real-time and non- 
real-time applications. In this case, we create a cycle and 
allocate portions of the cycle to real-time and non-real-time 
activities, respectively. Observe that similar to FDDI, the 
cycle has to be no greater in length than the period of 
the highest frequency real-time task. The TDM switching 
overhead can be treated similarly to the walk-time in the 
FDDI case. 

Finally, consistency between station queues is not an 
issue since each station has its own dedicated bandwidth. 
Preemption control is still necessary when a new connection 
has to be established and synchronous bandwidth has to be 
reallocated. In this case, the connection should first exercise 
phase control and avoid transmitting until bandwidth is 
allocated for the new connection. Furthermore, the new al- 
location should exercise rate control and not transmit all its 
accumulated packets. Finally, the concept of transmission 
schedulability is directly applicable in this abstraction as 
will be discussed in Section V. 

C. Software Scheduling Abstractions 

Scheduling abstractions may also be needed to model 
existing software components that do not conform to GRMS 
principles. The goal of the hardware scheduling abstraction 
is to simulate support for preemptive priority scheduling in 
a system. However, assuming that a preemptive operating 
system is in use, the primary concern of the software 
scheduling abstraction is to restructure the interactions of 
software components to simulate support for the set of 
synchronization protocols in GRMS. In the following, we 
demonstrate the scheduling abstraction concept by demon- 
strating its application to a numerical package running on 
a remote server. 

Clients and remote servers are commonly used paradigms 
in distributed computation. Several servers can be colocated 
in a processor. Each server package provides a particular 
set of functions that can be used over the network or bus 
by clients. Ideally, a server for real-time application should 
be multithreaded so that high-priority requests can preempt 
a low-priority request. 

There is great incentive to use existing server packages 
whenever possible. However, servers developed for com- 
mercial use are often single-threaded and come with built-in 
FIFO queues. Fortunately, we can still emulate the priority 
ceiling protocol [23], which ensures that a high-priority 
request may wait for at most one lower priority request 
even if the request visits multiple servers colocated in the 
processor. 

The priority ceiling protocol emulation can be imple- 
mented as follows: The priority ceiling of a server is defined 
as the highest priority request that may ever use that server. 
Server priority ceilings can be equal to each other. A server 
will always execute at the ceiling priority level. We must 
construct a centralized request dispatcher. If requests are 
directly inserted into server queues, unbounded priority 
inversion will occur even if the queues are prioritized. For 
example, let Sat! and SH be servers with medium- and 

high-priority ceilings, respectively. Let SM have a medium- 
priority request pending, and let SH’S queue be filled with 
low-priority requests. SH will keep serving the low-priority 
requests at its queue since it executes at higher priority. 
The steps in the protocol emulation can be described as 
follows: 

The dispatcher maintains two priority queues. The 
Request Queue (RQ) maintains all the servers’ pending 
requests, and the Active Server Record Queue (AQ) 
maintains the records of all active servers according to 
their ceilings. 
When a request is dispatched to a server, the server 
becomes active, and the record of the server is inserted 
in the AQ. When the server completes a request it 
becomes inactive and its record is removed from the 

The dispatcher runs at a priority level that is higher 
than all application tasks using any server and servers. 
The dispatcher compares the head of the RQ with the 
head of the AQ. If the request at the head of the RQ 
has a higher priority than the server record at the head 
of the AQ, the dispatcher sends the request to the 
requested server. 
In case a request needs to visit more than one server it 
will be retumed to the dispatcher and sent to the next 
requested server until done. 
The dispatcher suspends when either the RQ is empty, 
or no requests can be forwarded. The dispatcher wakes 
up when any server becomes inactive or when there is 
a new request inserted into the RQ. 

Under priority ceiling protocol emulation, the server 
FIFO queue will not lead to priority inversion since the 
queue of any server has at most a single request that is 
being serviced. 

Example 7 Let Sn;r and SH be servers with medium- 
and high-priority ceilings, respectively. Let SM be active 
and serving a medium-priority request and let SH be 
inactive. Hence, the record of Sn;r is at the head of AQ. 
Low-priority requests that arrive during this time cannot 
be forwarded to any server, because the request priority 
at the head of the RQ is lower than the priority of the 
server record at the head of AQ. On the other hand, if a 
high-priority request for SH arrives, it will be forwarded to 
server SH immediately since the request’s priority is higher 
than the record of Sit[. As a result, SH preempts Sm and 
starts serving the high-priority request. 

Sometimes, it may be difficult to determine the server 
ceilings. The default is to assign all server ceilings to the 
highest priority. However, the priority ceiling assignment 
can be refined. For example, one can have a particular 
“emergency only” server with ceiling higher than that of 
all the normal servers. In this way, the emergency requests 
never have to wait for normal requests. If a server’s 
execution time is particularly long, one may decompose 
the request of a big job into multiple small jobs when 
possible. The server will then execute each small job at 
a time and send it back for the dispatcher for reschedul- 
ing. 

AQ. 
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V. EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
We have reviewed the theory for applying GRMS to a 

distributed system and developed a scheduling abstraction 
for FDDI, the only component in our system that does 
not directly support GRMS. This simple example illustrates 
how to apply GRMS extensions to schedule a distributed 
system that consists of both real-time control activities and 
multimedia communications. To highlight the basic con- 
cepts without burdening the reader with long calculations, 
we keep the number of messages deliberately small. This 
example will illustrate the following concepts: 

Management of end-to-end deadline by partitioning 

Sharing of a processor by both real-time and non-real- 

Application of the FDDI scheduling abstraction; and 
Management of propagation delay and jitter. 

into subsystem deadlines. 

time activities. 

A .  Description of Example 
Consider the system in Fig. 1. It is built around an 

FDDI network. Station S5 is a multiprocessor built around 
a Futurebus+ backplane. The control processor in station S 5  

receives a variety of sensor, audio, and video information, 
from both local and remote sources. There exists an end- 
to-end deadline from each source to the control processor. 
The end-to-end deadline is the permissible delay between 
the time the information is captured at the sensor, to the 
time the system generates its response to the information. 
We assume that the priority ceiling protocol is used for 
task synchronization. A high-level description of the data 
flow in this example system is as follows. Unless otherwise 
specified, all time-units in the following example are in 
milliseconds. 

Traffic Across Network 
Station SI: Remote sensor information is captured and 
transmitted across the network to the control processor 
in station Sg. The station transmits 1.0 Mb of data 
every 150. It also sends 5 Mb of data every 100 to 
stations S2 and S4. 
Station Sy: Video monitoring station captures audio 
and video information and transmits it over the net- 
work to the control processor in station Sj. The 
required end-to-end deadline is 100. The video source 
is 1024x 768 pixels per frame at 24 b/pixel and 30 
frames/s. Three CD quality audio channels sampled at 
44.1 kHz with 32 b/sample are also transmitted. 

. 

. 
78 

Workload in Station S,  
Signal processor tasks: The local sensor takes an 
observation every 40. To reduce unnecessary bus traffic 
the signal processing task processes the signal and 
averages it every 4 cycles before sending it to the 
tracking processor. 
The tracking processor tasks: After the task executes 
it sends the result to the control processor with a 

period of 160. Task 73 on the control processor uses 
this tracking information. In addition, the end-to-end 
latency of the pipeline of data flow from the sensor to 
the control processor should be no more than 785. 
Control processor tasks: The control processor has 
additional periodic and aperiodic tasks which must be 
scheduled. 

Aperiodic event handling with an execution 
time of 5 and an average inter-arrival time of 
100. 
A periodic task for handling local feedback 
control with a computation requirement and a 
given period. Task 72 : Cz = 78: T2 = 150. 
A periodic task that utilizes the tracking infor- 
mation received. Task 7 3  : C, = 30; T3 = 160. 
A periodic task responsible for reporting status 
across the network with a given computation 
time and period. Task 74 : C4 = 10; T4 = 300. 
In addition, there is an existing non-real-time 
application which requires 9% of the CPU 
cycles to meet its performance goals. 

I )  Partitioning of End-to-End Deadlines: We now discuss 
the assignment of deadlines. When a message is sent within 
a processor, it can be implemented by passing a message 
pointer to the receiving task and hence can be treated as 
any other OS overhead. However, when a message is sent 
outside the processor boundary, an integrated approach to 
assign message and task deadlines needs to be developed. 
Consider the situation in Fig. 1. 

The sensor takes an observation every 40. 
The signal processing task processes the signal and 
every 4 cycles it averages the result and sends it to the 
tracking processor every 160. 
The tracking processor task executes with a period of 
160. It then sends a message to the control processor 
Task 7 3  on the control processor that uses the tracking 
information has a computational requirement of 30, 
and period of 160 as given above. Recall that the end- 
to-end latency for the control processor to respond to 
a new observation by the sensor needs to be less than 
785. 

A guiding principle in partitioning the deadline is to try 
and minimize the impact of workload changes in a sub- 
system and to contain the impact within the subsystem. If 
each resource is allowed a full period delay, each subsystem 
can be analyzed as if it were an independent resource. An 
alternative approach is to determine the completion time 
at each resource and the end-to-end delay is the sum of 
the completion times. This approach is more sensitive to 
workload changes. 

Finally, when a task is scheduled on multiple resources 
in series, it may arrive at the next resource well before 
its deadline on the current resource. If we schedule the 
task immediately upon its arrival, it will create the jitter 
problem as illustrated below: 
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Example8 Consider two resources R1 and R2 con- 
nected in series. Assume task r1 has a period of 10. 
Furthermore, 7-1 is allocated a full period on each resource, 
and it uses each of the two resources for 5 units. Let task 
r 2  only use the second resource for 3 units, with a period 
of 12 units. Let the first instance of 7-1 arrive at R1 at t = 0, 
and let the first instance of 7 2  arrive at R2 at t = 10 with 
a deadline at t = 22. 

Suppose the first instance of 7-1 at resource RI completes 
its execution and arrives at R2 at t = 10. Since 7 1  has 
higher priority than that of 7-2, it will immediately use 
R2, preempting r2. Observe that the second instance of 
r1 arrives at R1 at t = 10. Suppose this instance is not 
delayed at RI .  Then at t = 15 the second instance of r1 

will begin to use R2, further preempting 7-2’s starting time 
to t = 20. As a result, rz will miss its deadline at t = 22. 

The jitter effect can be easily controlled by a simple rule: 
A task becomes ready to use a resource at the beginning 
of a new period. Using this rule in the above example, the 
second instance of 71 will be buffered and will become 
ready to use R2 only at t = 20. In the following discussion 
we assume that this rule is enforced. It should be noted that 
jitter control is a special case of the phase control aspect 
of preemption control. 

The steps involved in deadline partitioning are as follows: 
First we try to use the rate-monotonic priority assign- 
ment. Since rate-monotonic analysis guarantees end-of- 
period deadlines, we assume that the end-to-end delay is 
the sum of the period for each resource. Since the signal 
processor averages four cycles, each 40 units long, its delay 
is up to 160. Each of the other resources has a delay up to 
one period which is 160. That is, the total delay using rate- 
monotonic scheduling is bounded by the worst case delay 
that could be incurred in collecting four sensor samples 
(4*40), transferring the message on the bus (160), executing 
in the tracking processor (160), re-sending a message on the 
bus (160), and finally executing in the control processor 
(160). Therefore, the worst case end-to-end delay is 4*40 
+ 160 + 160 + 160 + 160 = 800. If it were less than the 
allowable delay, rate-monotonic priority assignment could 
be used for all the resources. 

However, the specified maximum allowable latency is 
785. Hence we may need to use deadline-monotonic sched- 
uling for at least some of the resources in the path. From 
a software engineering viewpoint, it is advisable to give 
a full period delay for global resources such as the bus 
or the network since their workload is more susceptible to 
frequent changes. Since there are two bus transfers involved 
we attempt to assign a full period to each. To minimize 
the impact of workload changes we attempt to assign a 
full period to the signal and tracking processors. Hence the 
required completion time of the control processor task 7-3 

should be no greater than 785 - 4*( 160)= 145. We therefore 
assign a deadline of 145 to control-processor task 73. 

2 )  Scheduling Tasks on the Control Processor: We will 
concentrate on the scheduling analysis of tasks in 
the control processor using the completion time test. 

Scheduling the backplane and other processors is similar. 
First, we need to create two virtual processors to separate 
the real-time and non-real-time applications. We select the 
length of the TDM cycle to be the same as the shortest 
period among the real-time tasks, that is, 100. Let the virtual 
processor switching overhead be O S .  Out of 100, 9 will 
be allocated to non-real-time activities and 90 to real-time 
virtual processor, and 1 unit is lost in switching overhead. 

Let the real-time task set in the control processor execute 
on the real-time virtual processor. The effect of the TDM 
cycle spent in non-real-time and overhead processing can 
be modeled as a high-priority task with a period of 100 and 
execution of 10. Consider the requirement for aperiodic 
event handling with an execution time of 5 and an average 
inter-arrival time of 100. We create an equivalent sporadic 
server task with 10 units execution and a duration of 
100 which has the highest priority. A simple approximate 
analysis consists of two parts. 

First with a probability of 0.9, the aperiodic task arrives 
during the real-time virtual processor operation. Since we 
have allocated twice the average required bandwidth, we 
assume that the probability of an aperiodic arriving when 
there is no server capacity is negligibly small. Together with 
the fact that the aperiodic task has the highest priority, we 
can use a simple M/D/1 queueing formula. We have the 
following standard queueing result: 

where p = 5/100, the utilization by the aperiodic task, and 
c = 5. 

Secondly, with 10% probability the aperiodic arrives 
during the non-real-time virtual processor operation. Since 
the average aperiodic inter-arrival time is ten times longer 
than the duration of the non-real-time virtual processor, we 
assume that at most one aperiodic message can arrive when 
the virtual processor is executing. In this case the aperiodic 
must wait on average for half the duration of the non-real- 
time processor including switching overhead. In this case 
the response time of the aperiodic message is 5 + 5.132 
= 10.132. 

Finally, considering both cases the response time of the 
aperiodic task is: 0.9*5.132 + 0.1*10.132 = 5.632. It is 
important to note that the analysis of aperiodic tasks is in 
general complex and may require simulation. 

Since the TDM cycle and sporadic server have the same 
period they may be considered as a single task: Task 
rl: Cl = 20;T1 = 100. Therefore, tasks on the control 
processor are as shown in Table 1. 

Let tasks rl, 7 2  and 7 3  share several data structures 
guarded by semaphores. Suppose the duration of critical 
sections accessing shared data structures are bounded by 
10 units. Since the priority ceiling protocol is being used, 
higher priority tasks are blocked at most once for 10 by 
lower priority tasks. 

We now check whether or not r3 completes within 
145 under rate-monotonic priority assignment. Under rate- 
monotonic assignment, r1 and 7 2  have higher priority than 
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73. Hence the completion of 7 3  can be calculated using the 
completion time test as follows: 

t o  = C1 + C2 + C3 = 20 + 78 + 30 = 128 

Therefore, the completion time of ~3 is 148 which is later 
than the required completion time of 145. In order to meet 
the deadline of 145 imposed by the maximum allowable 
latency requirement of the previous section, we use the 
deadline-monotonic priority assignment. This makes task 
7 3 ’ s  priority higher than task r2’s priority, since 7 3  has the 
shorter deadline. 

Under this priority assignment, the schedulability of each 
task can be checked as follows. Task TI can be blocked 
by lower priority tasks for 10 , i.e., B1 = 10. The 
schedulability test for task 7 1  is a direct application of 
Theorem 4. 

Therefore, task r1 is schedulable. Task 7 3  is the second 
highest priority task. Since r3 has a deadline shorter than 
its period, the schedulability test for 7 3  can be checked as 
follows. Let E3 = (T3 - 0 3 ) .  In the schedulability test of 
r3, the utilization of task r2 does not appear, since 7 2  has 
a lower priority and does not preempt r3. Because r2 has 
a lower priority, its critical section can delay r3 by 10 . 
Therefore, B3 = 10. 

C1 C3 E3 B3 - + - + - + - = 0.2 + 0.188 + 0.094 + 0.0625 
Tl T3 T3 T3 

= 0.545 5 2 (2’12 - 1) = 0.828. 

Now consider the third highest priority task 7 2 .  From the 
viewpoint of the rate-monotonic assignment, the deadline- 
monotonic assignment is a “priority inversion.” Therefore, 
in the schedulability test for task 7 2 ,  the effect of blocking 
has to include 73’s execution time. The blocking time is 
B2 = C3+ 0. The zero indicates that there can be no lower 
priority task blocking 7-2. 

C1 c2 B2 
- + - + - = 0.2 + 0.52 + 0.2 
Tl T2 T2 

= 0.92 > 2 (21/2 - 1) = 0.828. 

The schedulability test of Theorem 4 fails for 7-2. The 
schedulability of 74 can be checked by the following simple 
test since there is neither blocking nor a deadline before its 
end of period. 

C1 C2 C3 C4 - + - + - + - = 0.2 + 0.52 + 0.188 + 0.033 
Tl T2 T3 T4 

= 0.941 > 4 (21/4 - 1) = 0.757. 

Note that the schedulability test of Theorem 4 fails for both 
tasks r2 and r4. To determine their schedulability we use 
the completion time test. Since r1 and 7 3  must execute at 

Table 1 Tasks on the Control Processor 
~~~ 

Task C T D 

1 1  20 100 100 

r 2  78 150 1 50 

73 30 160 145 

74 10 300 300 

least once before r2 can begin executing, the completion 
time of 7 2  can be no less than 128. 

t o  = Ci + C2 + B2 = 20 + 78 + 30 = 128. 

However, r1 is initiated one additional time in the interval 
(0, 128). Taking this additional execution into considera- 
tion, Wz(128) = 148. 

t i  = W2 ( t o )  = 2C1 + C2 + B2 = 40 + 78 + 30 = 148 

Finally, we find that W2( 148)= 148 and thus the minimum 
time at which Wz(t) = t is 148. This is the completion 
time for r2. Therefore, 7 2  completes its first execution at 
time 148 and meets its deadline of 150. 

W2 ( t i )  = 2G1 + C2 + B2 = 40 + 78 + 30 = 148 = t i .  

Similarly, we can check the schedulability of task 7-4 using 
the completion time test. It tums out to be schedulable. 

B.  Scheduling Messages on FDDI 
The messages that exist on the FDDI network are as 

follows: 
Station S ,  : Sensor data are collected and stored. Every 

150, the station transmits 1.0 Mb of data. Let the station 
also transmit 5 Mb of data every 100 to stations 52 and S4. 

Station 3: The required end-to-end deadline for the 
video information is assumed to be 100. As an example, 
we assume a video source of 1024 x 768 pixels per frame 
with 24 b/pixel at 30 frames/s, compressed with a ratio of 
16 : 1. There also exist 3 channels of CD quality audio. 
Each channel is sampled at 44.1 kHz with 32 b/sample. 
The end-to-end deadline for audio is also 100. 

Consider scheduling of Messages at station 3. We need to 
partition the end-to-end deadlines into subsystem deadlines. 
The resources that need to be scheduled along the path 
between the source and the control processor are as follows: 
The source interface processor, the network, the destination 
network interface, the backplane, and the control processor 
itself. As discussed in Section V-A 1, the simplest method 
to partition the end-to-end deadline is to allow a delay up 
to a period on each resource 

First consider the video task. Its natural period at 30 
frames/s is approximately 33. If we spend an entire period 
on each of the five resources, the end-to-end delay will 
exceed the limit of 100. Hence we transform the sending 
period to 60 Hz, i.e., we send half a frame every 16.5. For 
the resolution given above this works out to no more than 
6 units of transmission time every period of 16.5. 
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Now consider the audio task. Its natural period is roughly 
one sample every 22 ms. This period is too short for the 
network as well as the packetization processing. Hence 
we transform the transmission period to 11. That is, we 
accumulate 500 samples every 11 units for each of the three 
sources. This bundling results in efficient network utiliza- 
tion, but requires the destination to buffer and regulate the 
delivery of the voice packets at the source frequency. This 
yields no more than 0.5 of transmission time every period. 
The end to end delay over 5 resources will be no more 
than 55. 

Each source of traffic first has to packetize the informa- 
tion. The schedulability analysis of the tasks running on 
the source network interface processor is simpler than the 
analysis of the control processor tasks since there is no 
complex data-sharing between tasks. Hence we will omit 
the analysis and assume that it is schedulable. 

Let the TTUT be 8 and let the walk time WT be 1. 
The approach to scheduling traffic on FDDI is as follows. 
Consider the scheduling of messages in a particular station 
5’; with allotted synchronous bandwidth H,. Therefore, the 
station can transmit for up to Hi every TTRT. As discussed 
in Section IV, this can be treated as having another high- 
priority task with message transmission time (TTUT-Hi) 
and period TTRT. We refer to this task as the token rotation 
task T ~ , .  Using this framework, schedulability of traffic at 
each station can be independently analyzed. 

Let us apply the above technique to messages at station 
3. Let H ,  = 4, then rtr = (Ctr = 8 - 4 = 4, T,, = 8). The 
message set for station 3 is then 

Token Rotation Message r t r3  : Ctr3 = 4; Ttr3 = 8. 
Audio Message 713 : C13 = 0.5;T13 = 11. 

9 Video Message r23  : C23 = 6:T23 = 16.5. 
The schedulability of this message set can be checked 

using the completion time test. The token rotation message 
is obviously schedulable. Consider completion of message 
r1: 

t o  = Ctr3 + C13 = 4 + 0.5 = 4.5 
t i  = Wls( t0 )  = Ctr3 + C13 = 4 + 0.5 = 4.5. 

Hence 713 is schedulable. Consider completion of message 
r23:  

t o  = Ctr3 + C13 + C23 = 4 + 0.5 + 6 = 10.5 

t l  = W23(to) = 2Ctr3 + C13 + C23 = 8 + 0.5 + 6 = 14.5 

t 2  = wz,(tl) =2Ctr3+2C13 +C23 = 8+ 1.0+6 = 15.0 
t 3  = W23(t2) = act,,, + 2c13 f c 2 3  

= 8 + 1.0 + 6 = 15.0 = t 2 .  

Hence 7 2 3  is schedulable. 
Similarly, we can test the schedulability of messages at 

station 1. If station 1 is allotted a synchronous bandwidth 
of HI = 3, the message set at station 1 can be written as 

Token Rotation Message rtrl : Ctr3 = 5: Ttr3 = 8:  
r11: C11 = 10;T11 = 100. 
~ 2 1  : C21 = 15;T21 = 150. 

Note that this message set is also schedulable. The 
utilization of the network is 60 %). 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The rate-monotonic scheduling theory and its general- 

izations have been adopted by projects such as the Space 
Station and has recently been supported by major open 
standards such as the IEEE Futurebus+, Ada9x, and POSIX. 
The focus of this paper is to demonstrate the use of 
GRMS in the design and analysis of practical real-time 
systems. We first provided an up-to-date and self-contained 
review of generalized rate-monotonic scheduling theory. 
We then showed how this theory can be applied in practical 
system development. We discussed software architecture 
aspects designed to facilitate the use of GUMS and the 
joint development of software by geographically distributed 
teams. We showed how existing subsystems can be reused 
by developing scheduling abstractions for FDDI and an 
existing remote server package. 
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